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Family Circle: Road Inspectors
PROJECT — HELP INSPECT THE ROADS ON THE RESERVATION.
Activity 1: Each month, a road inspector drives
around the big red circle shown on the map to
make sure the road is safe. He lives in Kayenta, so
he departs and returns from there. Another
inspector lives in Zuni. Each month she inspects the
blue circle of roads shown below. Both road
inspectors travel each road once, making a circuit
without retracing their path. But one month, the
'blue' inspector is ill and cannot do her job. The
'red' inspector must inspect both routes. He must
be efficient, so wants to cover both routes, but
doesn't want to travel the same road (or part of a
road) more than once.
Can you help him plan his route? In particular:
a) Can he start from Kayenta, come back to
Kayenta, and inspect all the roads (both the red and
the blue)? Remember that he must travel every road
once, and must not travel any road more than once.
b) Can he start from Window Rock, come back
to Window Rock, and inspect all the roads?
c) Can he start at any point on the red path or the blue path, inspect all the roads, then come back to the same spot?
That is: is there any place on either road where he cannot start from and end up at?
Activity 2, Map 2:

Activity 3, Maps 3, 4, 5, and 6:

At the circle, we used Desmos to share the maps and to draw together:
https://teacher.desmos.com/activitybuilder/custom/6086a97cfa884f0c9c44ea1b
○ To play as a math circle participant, follow the link, then click the Student Preview button.
○ To remake this activity for your group as a teacher, click ⠇(three dots) at the top right corner, and select Copy and
edit from the drop-down menu.

If you played with Issue 3 at school or at home, Bluebird greets you! If you were among the students, parents, teachers, and
math friends who gathered live on April 26, Bluebird thanks you for coming and exploring mathematics together. And if you
have not started yet, come on over, bring friends, and join the circle!
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INTRO We started this meeting by listening to a bluebird song and thinking of whether we had any questions for Bluebird.
Some people did! Those questions are listed at the end of this recap.
We looked at Activity 1 together. Dirk Chapito showed one way the Blue inspector could go, then several people mentioned
that they had other possible solutions. At this point it seemed that it would be a good idea to go to separate breakout rooms
where all people would have a chance to conduct their own investigations.
FROM SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Here is an overlay of participants' sketches for Activity 1.
Even though Activity 2 shows different roads, "This map is really just like the
first one, but 'upside down'." All that matters is where the roads intersect and
in what manner they do. In both cases, one can start at any point and come
back to that point traveling every road exactly once.
On the other hand, Map 3 is
quite different – "This
doesn't have anything in
common with that last
puzzle. We already can see
just looking at it. And you
can't start from anywhere."
Participants homed in on
the mathematically interesting 3-way intersections – at Red Mesa and at
Ganado (as seen here in Dirk Chapito's sketch). Here's how one group
discussed the situation:
- So we can only say we have to start at either Red Mesa or Ganado
right?
- Okay, yeah.
- And why is that so? I agree that it seems like two good places to start at but why should we start there? What
happens if we start at Tuba City?
Meanwhile, another group concluded, "...and then you go up to Red Mesa and then if you go all the route there's no way to
go back to Chinle because you already took that route. So you have to start probably from one of the corners either Ganado
or Red Mesa."
Turns out that in general, some types of crossings may become traps if you enter!
Here is David Austin starting at Tuba City and then being "trapped" at Red Mesa on
Map 3.
Here is Map 5 with student's route sketches. "Okay, so
there are only 3-way and 4-way intersections. I felt like
the ones with four ways had the ability to go back,"
unlike the 3-way intersections. "If you have a place
where two roads cross, there will be four roads leaving
that point. So if you enter, you cannot get trapped there. But if you have three roads meeting
at a point, you are in danger of being trapped at that point. So that must be a point where you
start or end your inspection route" (Dirk Chapito).
These observations are certainly valuable and true. But here comes an even more general question: In all the activities we
looked at, there were only 3-way and 4-way intersections. What if we were to have a more complicated situation with
multiple intersections of different types? If you are interested in pursuing this investigation, you might want to learn more
about graphs, also called networks. Let Bluebird know! https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
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After 30 minutes everyone came back together again and shared their discoveries with the whole group. Participants grew
excited connecting these activities to other puzzles and games, such as string games Dawnlei Ben brought up: "…[This
puzzle] made me think back to string games. And when you get it tangled, but it's always still a circle when you untangle it.
They say when you get tangled, that you have a lot of things on your mind, and you have to untangle it. So you untangle
those problems in your mind. And I keep going back to a circle: you have to choose a point where the circle will begin and
end…"
It turned out that similar games are played in many cultures. They also appear in stories and metaphors.
Hangyeol P. said, “People in Korea also have a game similar to this! Instead of a pen, they use a brush to trace these puzzles.”
She told us the Korean name of the game, 한붓그리기 and Alyssa D. pointed out that it's pronounced "hanbusgeuligi" and
that in English the game is called “one-touch drawing.”
Try your hand at these Korean puzzles from gevolution.co.kr, or make your own:

Chadd McGlone added, "In Angola, in the Chokwe culture, being able to tell stories was a privilege
and an honor. Storytellers were the actors of the time, and people actually went to schools to learn
to do that. When they start the story they put the dots on the ground, and then they would trace
this network and they finish the tracing at the moment they finish the story. If you could do that
you would be an honored person in your culture. The drawings were called sona (singular lusona)."
This antelope lusona comes from Chokwe art (illustrated in Five Fabulous Activities for Your Math
Circle.)

Share your ideas with other Bluebird Math Circle participants at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
Finally, several teachers said that they would use these activities in their classrooms:
○
○
○
○

Rick Preston (Tuba City Boarding School) said that it would be a great warm up activity.
LaVerne Lomakema (Hopi Junior/Senior High School) was going to try it in her geometry class.
Robert Blackhat Jr (Tuba City Boarding School) said, “I plan on using this tomorrow in my welding class, using the US
map.”
Dawnlei Ben (DEAP School) had a broad plan – she said, “I will do it in Science but will make it culturally relevant. For
example, use maps as follows: scientists want to come up with a theory that the Twins and monsters are facts. To do
this they have to map out the monsters and Twin trails. This will bring in discussions of theories, myths, and what’s a
fact. Besides, there will be fun as an extra bonus.”
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Craig Young (Tuba City Boarding School) has already used these activities in his classroom, and we’re happy to provide an
account of what his experience was like.
To begin with, Craig told us about nuts and bolts of his session. He started by talking to the entire class. He wanted to make
sure that students understood the rules. Then they headed into breakout rooms. Craig had four people helping him: his own
learning coach, a co-teacher and his coach, and a special education teacher. So they had four rooms with a teacher in each
one. Craig jumped from room to room, because he wanted to see every student participate. And that did really happen:
students were coming out of their ‘comfort zone’ and growing excited about patterns they saw.
A key value of these activities: Many levels of access, both from the point of view of content and of motivation. That offers
intrigue for high-flying students at the same time as it gives opportunities for struggling students to make a contribution. "I
wanted to use it as a warm up activity, but it just took off to where we used up all the time yesterday. Oh, I had kids that
didn't speak up, I had kids that were quiet. I had kids that were shy. And they were the most active. They were the ones who
wanted to try to do it."
And why? Relevance: "I think what really helped them out was that they related to this problem. They recognized these
locations on the Navajo Nation and Hopi nation. In our textbooks, you hear about, 'Virginia has this many counties, and let's
find the area of this county, Jefferson County. It's the shape of a trapezoid.' You can say they just kind of are uninterested. But
when it's applied to them? They are like, 'Oh, yeah, I can relate to this.' That was pretty cool."
Group activity that has multiple entry points taps into a social dynamic that supports and catalyzes learning. "They were
joking, 'Oh, my, my grandma lives over here. She lives over on this side of the Navajo Nation, or she lives over here to Hopi
nation. So I'm going to start here, I'm going to pretend I visited grandma and then follow this route.' So yeah, they had fun
with it. And some of the most quiet kids finally came out of their cave: 'Hey, I want to try, it's my turn.'"
The group dynamics were not about competition or social climbing, but about sharing the joy. "They were excited about it.
They even corrected each other, when some students did make a mistake of going over to the road twice. 'Hey, you can't do
that, you know, you can't travel the same road more than once.' They willingly jumped in and there it was, I wouldn't say it
chaos, but it was a beautiful... I don't know, not a mess. What it was they had a lot of fun. A lot of fun!"
Sometimes students suspect that exciting topics don't belong in mathematics. "A couple of them said, 'So this is not math.
When were you going to do the lesson?' But I was telling them, 'Yeah, this is math, you're engaging in your problem solving
here, your analytical thinking.' They understood that when they saw patterns; and then they just enjoyed it."
One key pattern is the difference between an intersection of odd number of roads and even number of roads. "They were
there. I think one person caught that. And then we had to break for the next class. But they want to try it again. So I think
we'll just continue on. That's great."

Questions for Bluebird
What is the range of notes in your song? What scale do you use, a five or eight-step scale? –Chadd
McGlone
I want to ask bluebird if he/she knows the mathematics to building a hogan (Navajo home) or
mathematics of the construction? –Dawnlei Ben
The golden ratio seems to appear everywhere in the natural world. Is this golden ratio found in other
cultures throughout the earth? –Dirk Chapito
BLUEBIRD SAYS—Curious questions. I will fly around and seek some answers. Watch this space in the
next flyer!

Submit your math-related questions at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
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